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We're gearing up for an incredible holiday season! Just take a look at the projects included in this issue. 
You'll be blown away by the beautiful and creative ideas our designers have created just for you. Want 
to make something handmade this holiday? Use the instructions included with each project to make 
something magical. You can use the supplies listed or items you already have on hand to make each 
project your own.

As you begin making crafts, cards, and layouts for the holiday season, be sure to add your special touch to 
each project. Whether you like adding a stamped image or sentiment to each project, or whether you're all 
about machine stitching, little details make every piece perfect.

Look for our Fall, Halloween, Christmas, and Winter collections at your favorite retailer. Mix and match 
the collections to get a custom look.

This holiday is bound to be beautiful! Make something for someone you love with ideas inspired by this 
amazing issue!

 Sincerely,

Jennifer S. Gallacher
Echo Park Paper Co.

Editor's Note

www.echoparkpaper.com
www.cartabellapaper.com
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FALL

“Grandma's 
Garden"
Layout

by Becki Adams

Supplies: "Autumn Day" Patterned 
Paper (Fall Blessings); "Burlap 
Chevron" Patterned Paper 
(Fall Blessings); "Country Plaid" 
Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); 

"Fall Plaid" Patterned Paper 
(Fall Blessings); "Border Strips" 
Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); 

"4 X 6 Journaling" Patterned Paper 
(Fall Blessings); Element Stickers 
(Fall Blessings); Buttons; Crochet 
Twine; Doily

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

FALL

Layer small letter stickers on a shape sticker for a creative title.

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_fall_blessings.html
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1.  Create card base out of kraft cardstock by cutting 
a 11” X 4 1/4” rectangle from the paper. Fold the 
paper in half and score. 

2.  Cut a piece of dark brown cardstock into 4” X 5 
1/4” and adhere it to the card base.

3.  Cut a piece of the "Fall Plaid" patterned paper to 
3 3/4” x 5" and adhere it to the card base.

4.  Tie a piece of twine around the handle of the rake 
sticker.

5.  Adhere a kraft shipping tag to the card base.
6.  Using foam adhesive adhere the rake to the card 

base.
7.  Using the Fall Harvest Die set cut the word “fall” 

from the brown cardstock. 
8.  Adhere the “fall” die cut to the base of the card 

slightly overlapping the rake.
9.  Using letter stickers spell “happy” above the “fall” 

die cut shape.
10.Embellish the card with a few leaf stickers from 

the element sticker sheet.

DIMENSIONS: 4 1/4” X 5 1/2"
 SUPPLIES: "Fall Plaid" Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); 
"Autumn Leaves" Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); Kraft 
Cardstock (Carta Bella Paper); Brown Cardstock; Element 
Stickers (Fall Blessings); Fall Harvest Die Set (Carta Bella Paper); 
Kraft Shipping Tag; Foam Squares; Crochet Twine; Mini Staples; 
Mini Stapler

“Fall Card"
by Becki Adams

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Combine die cuts and stickers for the perfect fall card.

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_fall_blessings.html
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DIMENSIONS: 2 1/4" X 8"
SUPPLIES: "Cross Stitching" Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); "Apples" 
Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); "Autumn Trees" Patterned Paper (Fall 
Blessings); "Arrows" Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); Element Stickers 
(Fall Blessings); Apple Slice Die Set (Carta Bella Paper); Fall Harvest 
Die Set (Carta Bella Paper); Manual Die Cut Machine; Twine; Buttons; 
Foam Adhesive; Glue Dots; Scoring Tool; Powder Tool

“Fall Apple Centerpieces" 
by Kimberly Crawford 

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Make small name tags for each person at your dinner table.

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_fall_blessings.html
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1.

4.

2. 3.

5.

Tutorial: 
1.  Use the large apple die and the medium apple shape to cut apple pieces from the patterned paper.
2.  Use a scoring tool to scor down the center of one of the assembled apples.
3.  Add two more apples to the back of the first apple to create the dimensional apple.
4.  Glue the leaves to the top of the apple.
5.  Mount the word sticker and a button tied with twine to one of the apple leaves.

Instructions:
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“Family Frame" 
by Becki Adams

Dimensions: 5” X 7” 
Supplies: "Apples" Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); 

"Autumn Trees" Patterned Paper (Fall Blessings); 
Element Sticker (Fall Blessings) Designer Label #6 
Die Set (Echo Park Paper); Doily; Crochet Twine; 
Wood Frame; Foam Squares  

Decorate any size frame with elements from your favorite collection.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_fall_blessings.html
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1.  Cut a piece of the "Apples" patterned 
paper into a 5 1/4 X 7 1/4" rectangle.

2.  Mount a doily onto the "Apples" 
patterned paper.

3.  Adhere the patterned paper with the 
doily to the wooden frame using strong 
adhesive.

4.  Create a banner using the sticker from 
the element sticker sheet and a piece of 
twine. Adhere the banner to the frame 
using dimensional adhesive.

5. Using dimensional adhesive, adhere a 
tree sticker to the patterned paper after 
tying a bow around the trunk with twine.

6. Adhere the family sticker using 
dimensional adhesive on the left side 
and adhering the right side to the frame.

7.  Add two leaf stickers to the left of the 
family sticker.

Instructions:
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“Fall"Layout 
by Becki Adams

Supplies: “Floral and Leaves" Patterned 
Paper (The Story of Fall); "Fall Small Floral" 
Patterned Paper (The Story of Fall); "3 X 4 
Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper (The 
Story of Fall); "Borders" Patterned Paper 
(The Story of Fall); Element Sticker Sheet 
(The Story of Fall); Chipboard Stickers (The 
Story of Fall); Leaves and Acorns Decorative 
Tape (The Story of Fall); Enamel Dots (The 
Story of Fall); Autumn Days Die Set (Carta 
Bella Paper); Kraft Cardstock (Carta Bella 
Paper); Buttons; Crochet Twine; Kraft 
Shipping Tags: Mini Stapler; Mini Staples

Use banner stickers to create a curved banner title on your layout.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/story-fall/
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“Thankful Pumpkins" 
by Shellye McDaniel

DIMENSIONS: 7” X 12” 
Supplies: “Fall Small Floral" Patterned Paper (The Story of Fall); "Orange Leaf" 
Patterned Paper (The Story of Fall); "Borders" Patterned Paper (The Story of 
Fall); "Wood Floral" Patterned Paper (The Story of Fall); Brown/Dark Orange 
Solid Paper (The Story of Fall); Element Sticker (The Story of Fall); Decorative 
Brads (The Story of Fall); Score Board; Bone Folder; 3 3/4" Circle Die; 2 
3/4" Circle Die; Manual Die Cutting Machine; Brown Paper Ribbon; ¼” Green 
Sequins;  1 1/4" X 2" Wooden Spool; Glue Dots; Mini Glue Dots; Glue Gun

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

1. For the bottom pumpkin: From the “Fall Small Floral” and “Brown/Dark 
Orange” papers, die cut ten 3 3/4” circles from each paper (total of  
20 circles).  

2.  For each circle: place each circle onto the score board. Score at the 
1” mark. Rotate the circle clockwise so that the bottom of the score 
mark (that was just made) lines up with the 1” mark. Score again. Repeat 
these steps by rotating the circle again and lining up the bottom score 
mark with the 1” mark. Score just to the first score line (do not score the 
complete line) so that a triangle shape has been created. Repeat with 
remaining the circles.

3. Fold and crease along the score lines of each circle.  
4.  Place ten circles in a line, alternating patterns of paper (five circles of 

each paper). NOTE: the first circle will be pointing up, the second circle
 will be pointing down, the third circle will be pointing up, etc. Working 

left to right: from the first circle, attach the right flap to the left flap of 
the next circle with glue or a glue gun. Once completed there will be a 
straight line of ten circles in alternated papers. Next, attach the left  
flap of the left (end) circle to the right flap of the right (end) circle to  
form a ring.  

5. For the top and bottom: take five remaining circles (alternating patterns, 
although two of the patterns will be side-by-side) and glue them flap to 
flap with the points pointing upwards. This will create two “caps” that 
will be attached to the flaps of the inner ring.  Match up the flaps top-to-
bottom and glue into place.  

6.  Using mini glue dots, attach the sequins to the center point of each “cap” 
if desired.  

7.  For the bottom pumpkin:  From the “Borders” and “Orange Leaf” papers, 
die cut ten 2 3/4” circles from each (total of 20 circles). Repeat step 2 
thru 6, but score each circle at the 3/4” mark instead of the 1” mark. 

8.  Attaching the pumpkins: Attach the bottom flaps of the smaller pumpkin 
to the top flaps of the larger pumpkin with glue.  

9.  For the stem: cut a 1 1/4” X 3 1/2” strip from the “Wood Floral” paper and 
glue around the wooden spool. Attach the spool to the top of the smaller 
pumpkin with glue dots.  Embellish the top with strands of brown paper 
ribbon and desired stickers/embellishments from the 

 “The Story of Fall” Collection.
Place this project front and center to celebrate the fall season.

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/story-fall/
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“Halloween Treat Bags"
by Tania Willis

Dimensions: 4 1/2" x 7" 
Supplies: "3" X 4" Journaling Squares" Patterned Paper (Hocus 
Pocus); "Plaid" Patterned Paper (Hocus Pocus); "Poison Labels" 
Patterned Paper (Hocus Pocus); Element Sticker (Hocus Pocus); 
Rhinestones; Paper Doilies; Kraft Treat Bags; Black Twine; Scissors; 
Foam Dimensional Tape; Adhesive Runner

Create special Halloween treat bags for neighbors and friends.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Halloween

Double, Double Toil and Trouble Treat Bag Instructions:
1.  Adhere a paper doily, centered, to the front of a kraft treat bag.
2.  Cut the "Double, Double Toil and Trouble" card from the "3 X 4 

Journaling Card" patterned paper.
3.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 3" strip of the "Plaid" patterned paper and adhere it along 

the bottom edge of the journaling card.
4.  Wrap 24" of the black twine several times around the journaling card 

and tie it into a bow.
5.  Embellish the bag with the "This is Halloween" sticker and the "purple 

rose" sticker from the "Element Stickers" using foam dimensional 
adhesive.

6.  Finish embellishing the bagwith rhinestones.
 
Eat, Drink and Be Scary Treat Bag Instructions:
1.  Adhere a paper doily, centered, to the front of the kraft treat bag.
2.  Cut the "Eat Drink and Be Scary" card from the "3 X 4 Journaling Card" 

patterned paper.
3.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 3" strip of the "Plaid" patterned paper and adhere it along 

the bottom edge of the journaling card with the green side showing.
4.  Wrap 24" of the black twine several times around the journaling card 

and tie it into a bow.
5.  Embellish the card with three "poison bottle" stickers using foam 

dimensional adhesive.
6.  Add three "black star" stickers and one "poison label" sticker from 

"Element Stickers"  to the card.
7.  Finish embellishing the center of the stars with rhinestones.
 
Trick or Treat Treat Bag Instructions:
1.  Adhere a paper doily, centered, to the front of the kraft treat bag.
2. Cut the "Trick or Treat" card from the "3 X 4 Journaling Card" patterned 

paper.
3.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 3" strip from the "Poison Labels" patterned paper and 

adhere it along bottom edge of the journaling card.
4.  Wrap 24" of the black twine several times around the journaling card 

and tie it into a bow.
5.  Embellish the card with the "Spooky" sticker and the "chandelier" sticker 

from the "Element Stickers" using foam dimensional adhesive.
6.  Finish embellishing the bag with rhinestones.

www.echoparkpaper.com
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/hocus-pocus/
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
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CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

DIMENSIONS: 4 1/4" X 5 1/2"
Supplies: "Spooky Night" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); 

"Halloween Carnival" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); "October 
31" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); "Bag of Treats" Patterned 
Paper (Trick or Treat); Element Sticker (Trick or Treat); Foam 
Squares; Wire 

1.  Create the card base by cutting a piece of the "Spooky Night" 
patterned paper into a 4 1/4” X 11” rectangle.

2.  Fold the card in half and score the card.
3.  Cut a piece of the "Bag of Treats" patterned paper to  

5 1/4” X 4” and adhere it to the card base with the lined side 
facing up.

4.  Cut a piece of the "Halloween Carnival" patterned paper to 
4” X 4 1/4” adhere it to the card base with the striped side up.

5.  Adhere the scarecrow sticker from the element sticker sheet 
on the card using dimensional adhesive.

6.  Cut the trick or treat strip from the "October 31" patterned 
paper and adhere the strip to the top and the bottom of the 
striped patterned paper.

7.  Loosely wrap small pieces of wire around toothpicks.
8.  Adhere the wire to the bat sticker and adhere them to the 

card  with one end of the wire placed under the scarecrow 
and one end placed under the bat (repeat with three bat 
stickers).

9.  Adhere the “Happy Halloween” sticker on the top of the 
scarecrow.

“Happy 
Halloween Card"

by Becki Adams

Concentrate on the dark colored elements for a spooky card.

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_trick_or_treat.html
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DIMENSIONS: 7” X 11”
Supplies: "Spooky Night" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); 

"Halloween Carnival" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); 
"Halloween Words" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); "October 
31st" Patterned Paper (Trick or Treat); Stickers (Trick or 
Treat); Metal Pail with handle; 6" X 6" Decorative Chipboard 
Shape; Paper Trimmer; Corner Rounding Punch; Crop-A-Dile 
Punch; Quick Dry Glue; Foam Adhesive; High Tack Adhesive 
Tape; Glue Pen; Black/Orange Baker’s Twine; 3/8” Orange 
Grosgrain Ribbon

1.  Cut the “Spooky Night” paper into two 5” X 12” strips (or 
width needed to fit pail). Using high tack adhesive, attach 
the strips around the pail. Cut a notch into the paper 
around the handle if needed.

2. Cut the “October 31st” paper into strips along each 
section. Lay two of the 3/4” strips to the side. Cut the 
remaining strips into various lengths (ranging from 3 1/2” 
to 4 1/2”). Fold each strip in half and glue ends together. 
Glue the strips along the top of the pail’s opening, 
alternating patterns and lengths. Glue the two 3/4” strips 
horizontally across the tops of the folded paper strips.

3.  Trace the chipboard shape (front and back) onto the 
“Halloween Words” (teal side) and cut out. Attach the 
pieces to the chipboard. Using a glue pen, attach Baker’s 
Twine along the edge of the chipboard.  

4.  From the “Halloween Carnival” paper, trim out the square 
of the witch motif. Corner round all four corners, if desired. 
Mount the sticker in the center of the chipboard with foam 
adhesive. Embellish the chipboard with bat stickers. Punch 
two holes in the left and right side of the chipboard. Use 
ribbon to attach the chipboard to the pail’s handle.

“Trick or Treat 
Bucket ” 

by Shellye McDaniel

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Decorate a larger pail or bucket to use as the container 
to pass out candy on that magical night.

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_trick_or_treat.html
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DIMENSIONS: 8 1/2" X 11"
Supplies: "Hocus Pocus" Digital Collection 
(www.snapclicksupply.com); Adobe Photoshop

1.  Purchase and download the "Hocus Pocus" 
digital collection from www.snapclicksupply.com"

2.  Open up the images, phrases, and words in 
Adobe Photoshop. Resize and move items on the 
page until you get them how you want.

3.  Print the finished subway art onto document 
paper. Frame the art and place it in your home 
during the Halloween season.

“Halloween” 
Subway Art 

by Tammy Circeo

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

CLICK HERE
TO DOWNLOAD

THIS KIT

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
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“Hocus Pocus Layout" by Tanis Willis

Dimensions: 12" x 12" 
Supplies: "Plaid" Patterned 
Paper (Hocus Pocus); "Poison 
Labels" Patterned Paper (Hocus 
Pocus); Element Sticker (Hocus 
Pocus); Hocus Pocus 4x6 
Designer Stamp (Echo Park 
Paper); October 31 Die & Stamp 
Set (Echo Park Paper); Bats 
Designer 6 X 6 Stencil (Echo 
Park Paper); Ultra White Felt 
Cardstock (Carta Bella Paper), 
Kraft Vellum Cardstock (Carta 
Bella Paper); Rhinestones; Black 
Ink; Yellow Ink; Orange Ink;  
Acrylic Stamp Block; Sponge; 1/4" 
Yellow Twill Ribbon with Chevron 
Stripes; Foam Dimensional Tape; 
Adhesive Runner

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Customize your layout with spray mist, ink, and a favorite stencil.

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.snapclicksupply.com/hocus-pocus-full-collection/
http://www.snapclicksupply.com/hocus-pocus-full-collection/
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1.

3.

2.

4.

TUTORIAL:
1.  Use the "Bats" stencil to sponge black ink onto white cardstock.
2.  Using the same sponge, sponge addition black ink all over the 

white cardstock.
3.  Use black ink and the "Hocus Pocus" stamp set to stamp two 

bats on the background. Use yellow and orange ink to stamp 

the star stamp from the "October 31st" Die & Stamp Set onto 
the cardstock.

4.  Mount dimensional adhesive on the back of the title letters 
and mount on the cardstock. Add rhinestones, and the banner 
stickers as well.
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1.  Trim a 4” X 6” piece from the red Swiss dot 
paper for the background of the frame.

2. Trim a 1/2” X 4” border from the Christmas 
Borders paper and adhere it to the bottom 
of the background. Add a thin strip of gold 
glitter decorative tape above the border.

3.  Die cut a wreath using the Joy Wreath 
Die Set from the green chevron paper and 
adhere it near the bottom of the paper. 

 Die cut the word “joy” with the same die set 
from the red ornament paper and adhere 
that shape on top of the wreath.

4.  Cut up the numbers from the Advent 
Calendar paper and stack them in order 
starting with the number 25 on top. 

5.  Attach the wooden clothespin to the top 
 of the frame. Use the clothespin to hold each 

number.
6. Add red enamel dots to the wreath for holly 

and attach gold sequins on the background 
of the frame.

DIMENSIONS: 6" X 8 1/4"
Supplies: “Advent Calendar" Patterned Paper (Have A 
Merry Christmas); "Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper 
(Have A Merry Christmas); "Vintage Santas" Patterned 
Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); "Christmas Borders" 
Patterned Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); "Multi Dot" 
Patterned Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); Enamel 
Dots (Have A Merry Christmas); Joy Wreath Die Set 
(Carta Bella Paper): Gold Sequins; Gold Glitter Tape; 
Gold Glitter Clothespin; 4" X 6" Photo Frame; Foam 
Squares 

CHRISTMAS “Christmas 
Countdown" 

by Aly Dosdall

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Use these same instructions for any holiday or special event countdown.

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_very_merry_christmas.html
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Supplies: “Christmas Herringbone" Patterned Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); "Poinsettias" Patterned Paper (Have a Very Merry Christmas); "Holly Berry" Patterned 
Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); "Vintage Santas" Patterned Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); "Holiday Tags" Patterned Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); "4 X 6 
Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper (Have A Merry Christmas); Christmas Stickers (Have A Merry Christmas); 6" X 12" Chipboard (Have A Merry Christmas); Enamel 
Dots (Have A Merry Christmas); Santa's Reindeer Die (Carta Bella Paper); Striped Ornament Die (Carta Bella Paper); Decorative Brads (Have A Merry Christmas); 
Manual Die Cutting Machine; Paper Trimmer; Hole Punch; Foam Adhesive; High Tack Adhesive Tape; Red/White Baker’s Twine; Score Board; Score Tool; Corner 
Rounding Punch; Red Mini Pom Pom Trim; Red/Green Dot Grosgrain Ribbon; 12” Red/White Chenille Stem; Fabric Glue; Quick Dry Glue;

“Christmas Presents" 
by Shellye McDaniel

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Make the present as special as the gift inside. Make it handmade!

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_very_merry_christmas.html
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Triangle Instructions:
1.  For each treat cone: cut the “Holly Berry” paper into a 6” X 6” 

square. Roll two corners in towards each other to create a cone 
shape. Mold the paper to hold the desired shape. Place a strip of 
high tack adhesive along one edge of the cone and attach it to the 
opposite edge to form the cone.

2.  To the top flap: gently fold the flap over the cone to create a “lid." 
Using a 1/8” hole punch, punch a hole approximately 1/2” from the 
tip of the flap. Punch a corresponding hole in the body of the cone. 
Thread a generous length of twine through the holes to close the 
cone.

3.  Cut desired tags from the “Holiday Tags” paper. Punch a hole at the 
top of each tag and tie the tags onto the cone with twine. 

4.  Embellish the triangles with various elements from the “Have A 
Merry Christmas” collection.

Gift Box Instructions:
1.  Cut the “Christmas Herringbone” paper to measure 8” X 12”.  
2.  Place the paper vertically onto the score board. Score the paper 

at 1 1/2” and at 6 1/2”.  Turn the paper horizontally and score the 
paper at 5” and at 7”.  

3.  Fold along the score lines. With scissors, cut in at the middle, 
horizontal score marks to the vertical score lines. Glue the sides 
together.

4.  With fabric glue, attach the mini pom pom trim around the inner 
opening of the bag.

5.  Punch two holes on each side of the bag. Insert the chenille stem 
through the holes to create a handle.

6.  From the “Vintage Santas” paper (green chevron pattern), cut 
two strips to measure 1/2” X 5”. Attach the strips to the left side 
of the bag with foam adhesive tape. Mount the “25” tab sticker to 
the top of the two strips.

7.  Cut the “poinsettia” tag from the “Holiday Tags” paper and 
mount it on the right, green strip. Embellish the center of the 
tag with the small, cream enamel dots. Mount the “Season’s 
Greetings” chipboard sticker above the poinsettia motif on the 
tag. Adhere the round chipboard poinsettia sticker at the top of 
the left, green strip.

8. Create a small bow from the grosgrain ribbon and attach it to 
the top of the poinsettia tag with fabric glue.

Box Instructions: 
1.  Cut the “Poinsettia” paper to measure 6” X 12”. 
2.  Place the paper vertically onto a score board. Score at 1” and at 5”. 

Turn the paper horizontally and score the paper at 1”, 5 1/2”, 6 1/2” 
and 11”.  

3.  At each corner of the paper (small squares), cut along the vertical 
line up to the horizontal line to create tabs.  At the middle score 
lines (5 1/2" and 6 1/2" lines), cut out the small squares.

4.  Fold in along the score lines and glue the tabs (at the corners) into 
place to create the 4” X 4 1/2” box with lid.

5.  Cut a piece of the “Poinsettia” paper (striped side) to 3” X 4 1/2”. 
Mount the paper at the top/center of the box. 

6.  From the “Holiday Tags” paper, cut out the “Merry Christmas” tag. 
Use a corner rounder punch to round the two bottom corners and 
attach the tag to the center of the striped paper with foam adhesive

7.  Using the “Striped Ornament Die” and a small piece of the 
“Journaling Card” paper (dot side), die cut the ornament shape. 
Glue the ornament die cut to a small piece of the “Vintage Santas” 
paper (green chevron side). Trim around the die-cut to cut out the 
green paper. Attach the “holly” chipboard sticker to the center of 
the ornament. Attach two red brads at the top and bottom of the 
chipboard piece. Attach the finished ornament to the center of 
the tag with foam adhesive. Thread twine through the hole of the 
ornament.  
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DIMENSIONS: 4” X 6”, 4” X 4” AND 4 1/2” X 2 1/2” 
Supplies: “Flowers" Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); "Holly" Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); "Village" Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); 

"Words" Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); "Snowflakes" Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); Designer Cardstock Kraft Cardstock (Carta Bella Paper); 
Designer Cardstock Natural Linen (Carta Bella Paper); Element Stickers (The Story of Christmas); Alpha Stickers (The Story of Christmas); Enamel Dots (The Story of 
Christmas); Snowman Decorative Tape (The Story of Christmas); Snowflakes #1 Stencil (The Story of Christmas); Poinsettia Die Set (Echo Park Paper); Reindeer Games 
Die Set (Echo Park Paper); 3d Rosette and Scallop Mesh Frame (Silhouette Online Store); Modeling Paste

“Christmas" Card Set by Guiseppa Gubler
CLICK HERE 

to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Cards can be any size and shape. Mix yours up with a few interactive elements.

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/story-christmas/
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"Happy Holidays Card" Instructions:
1.  Cut out a piece of patterned paper with 

dimensions of 4” X 12” and score in the 
middle at 6”.

2.  Cut a piece of cardstock out with the 
dimensions of 3 1/2” X 5 1/2”.

3.  Using the Snowflake Stencil and modeling 
paste, fill in the snowflake shapes with 
modeling paste on a 3 1/2" X 5 1/4” piece of 
cardstock. Carefully peel off the stencil and 
let the cardstock dry completely.

4.  Mount the cardstock to the card base 
 when dry.
5.  Use the Poinsettia Die Cut to die cut two 

poinsettia shapes and mount them on 
 the card.
6.  Adhere the Element Stickers and Enamel 

Dots to the card.

"Let It Snow Card" Instructions:
1.  Cut out a piece of patterned paper with 

the dimensions of 4” X 8” and score in the 
middle at 4”.

2.  Download the "Scallop Mesh Frame" from 
the Silhouette online store. Resize the 
shape to 3 1/2" X 3 1/2". Adhere it to the 
card base.

3.  Download the "3d Rosette" shape from the 
Silhouette online store. Resize the shape 
to 2 1/2" X 10". Assemble the rosette and 
mount it on top of the Scallop Mesh Frame 
shape.

4.  Mount the snowflake sticker from the 
Element Stickers on top of the rosette and 
then mount the snow sticker on top of that.

5.  Make a flag form a toothpick and the 
"snowman" Decorative Tape and mount the 
flag just under the snowflake sticker.

"Believe Card" Instructions:
1.  Cut out a piece of patterned paper with 

the dimensions of 4 1/2” X 4 1/2” and score 
in the middle at 2 1/2”.

2.  Use the Reindeer Die Set to cut a reindeer 
from cardstock and patterned paper. Glue 
all the pieces together to complete the 
reindeer.

3.  Layer the die cut reindeer, the "believe" 
 and tree Element Stickers on the card.
4.  Add the Enamel Dots to the tree sticker.
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1.  Paint the wood shadowbox house 
with brown and white paint. Brush 
crackle glaze over white paint. Let dry.

2.  Cut paper straws to fit inside one 
of the lower memory tray's window. 
Adhere with hot glue.  

3.  Cut and adhere the "Journaling 
Cards" paper into the other two, lower 
window trays using dimensional foam 
dots.   

4.  Trim out and adhere polka dot 
patterned paper to upper part of 
window tray.  

5.  Adhere a matted Journaling card in 
the upper window tray.  

6.  Adhere the arrow Element Sticker in 
the upper window tray.  

7.  Adhere red border sticker from the 
Alpha Sticker sheet in the upper 
window tray. 

8.  Using the "Poinsettia Die Set," cut out 
two flower shapes. Then layer the two 
dies together. 

9. Adhere the layered Poinsettia die 
together with a Decorative Brad. 

10.Repeat the layered Poinsettia flower 
three times.  

11. Adhere the layered Poinsettia die cuts 
onto the tray.  

“Christmas House 
Shadowbox" 

by Holly Gagnon

DIMENSIONS:  13" X 1" X 13"
Supplies: " Icons" Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); "Holly" Patterned Paper (The Story of 
Christmas); "Santa"  Patterned Paper (The Story of Christmas); "Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper 
(The Story of Christmas); Element Stickers (The Story of Christmas); Alpha Stickers (The Story 
of Christmas); Decorative Brads (The Story of Christmas); Poinsettia Die Set (Echo Park Paper); 
House Shaped Memory Tray; Green and White Polka Dot Paper Straws; Twine; Dimensional Foam 
Dots; Metallic Brown Craft Paint; White Craft Paint; Crackle Paint Glaze; Hot Glue; Crackle Glaze

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

Use Velcro rather than permanent adhesive to change out the look of the project.

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/story-christmas/
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DIMENSIONS:  12" X 12"
Supplies: "Tis the Season" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); "Christmas Quilt" 
Patterned Paper (Christmas Wonderland); 

"Nature Sing" Patterned Paper (Christmas 
Wonderland); "Now Dash Away" Patterned 
Paper (Christmas Wonderland); "Joyful & 
Triumphant" Patterned Paper (Christmas 
Wonderland); "Holly and Mistletoe" 
Patterned Paper (Christmas Wonderland); 

"Christmas Morning" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); Element Stickers 
(Christmas Wonderland); Chipboard 
Accents (Christmas Wonderland); 
Decorative Brads (Christmas Wonderland); 
Holly Berries Stencil (Carta Bella Paper); 
Enamel Dots (Christmas Wonderland); Holly 
Berry Tape (Christmas Wonderland); Kraft 
Cardstock (Carta Bella Paper); Natural 
White Cardstock (Carta Bella Paper); 
Markers; Foam Tape

Fussy cut elements from the beautiful patterned paper 
in this collection for creative embellishments.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

“'Tis the 
Season" 
Layout 

by Tegan Skwiat

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_christmas_wonderland.html
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DIMENSIONS: 5" X 8" EACH
Supplies: "Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper (Christmas 
Wonderland); "Christmas Morning" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); "Nature Sing" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); "Deck the Halls" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); "Christmas Quilt" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); "Naughty and Nice" Patterned Paper 
(Christmas Wonderland); "Joyful & Triumphant" Patterned 
Paper (Christmas Wonderland); Element Stickers (Christmas 
Wonderland); Chipboard Accents (Christmas Wonderland); 
Decorative Brads (Christmas Wonderland); Enamel Dots 
(Christmas Wonderland); Ribbon; Powder Tool; Books

“Holiday Book Stack"
by Tegan Skwiat 

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

1.  Make the covers for three books using the "Journaling 
Cards" Patterned Paper, the "Naughty and Nice" 
Patterned Paper, and the "Deck the Halls" Patterned 
Paper. Cut each patterned paper the height of the 
book. Fold the excess paper into the front and back 
covers. Secure the inside flaps with heavy duty tape.

2.  Adhere a 4 1/2" X 7 1/2" piece of blue "Joyful & 
Triumphant" Patterned Paper to the first book cover. 
Adhere a 4" X 7" piece of "Nature Sing" Patterned 
Paper to the middle of the cover using foam tape.

3.  Layer a 1 1/2" X 8" piece of striped "Christmas 
Morning" Patterned Paper and snowflake border 
sticker onto left side of the cover.

4.  Make a loop of red striped ribbon and secure ends 
with large green brad. Adhere ribbon accent and 
mount behind the "Wonderland" chipboard sticker. 
Trim the caroling scene from the "Journaling Cards" 
Patterned Paper and adhere the sticker to the cover 
with foam tape.

5. Trim the poinsettias from the "Christmas Quilt" 
Patterned Paper and embellish each poinsettia with 
small, jeweled brads. Adhere the poinsettias and the 
little boy caroling sticker to the cover with foam tape. 
Add enamel dots for buttons on the boy's coat. Add 
the chipboard "tis the season" sticker to the cover.

We all have books laying around. Decorate a stack of them for each holiday.

https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_christmas_wonderland.html
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and peek through the frosty windows, I’m sure 
we’d find it full of assembly lines. Assembly lines 
manned by elves busily making toys for all of the 
good little girls and boys. Why assembly lines? 
Because there are a LOT of good little boys 
and girls out there. Just as Santa’s elves know 
that mass-production is the key to getting a lot 
of quality work done quickly, it’s also true for 
each of us as we begin to plan our holiday card-
making processes. So let’s take a cue from the big 
guy himself (and all of his little helpers), and talk 
about mass-production of our holiday cards.

by Wendy Sue Anderson
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The first part of the process is to come up with a prototype. Play with your materials and supplies until you come up with a card you 
are proud of. I wanted my card to be non-traditional in color, so I chose bright colored papers from our “A Pirate’s Life” and “Sweet 
Summertime” collections. I love that using Designer Dies allows me to make a lot of embellishments for a minimal investment. I chose to use 
the “Snowman” Die Set, the “Christmas Holidays” Die Set, and the “Label #5” Die Set.  The “Sweet Memories” Designer Die & Stamp 
set also makes an appearance as part of my sentiment.  After the prototype was complete, I broke down the steps (or layers, if you will), 
and focused on each individual piece, one step at a time.

I always begin with my card 
bases. This card is a standard 
white 4 ¼” X 5 ½” base with the 
fold at the top. If I’m using 8 ½” 
X 11” cardstock, I simply cut the 
sheet in half from top to bottom 
and fold in the middle. Decide 
how many cards you will be 
creating and start cutting, scoring, 
and folding the bases. Sit these 
aside. (see Photo 1)

Next is the colorful bottom layer.  
In this case, I chose a green 
gingham pattern. It’s good to 
remember that not every single 
card needs to be exactly the 
same. You could pull out a paper 
pad, or collection, and cut all of 
the bottom layers from different 
papers. It’s not likely that any of 
your card recipients will be seeing 
the other cards, so nobody will be 
the wiser. And even if they do see 
the other cards,  it’s totally fine 
if they are all a little different!  
Cut this piece at 4” X 5 ¼”. Cut 
enough for all of your cards. Go 
ahead and adhere them directly 
to your card bases. (see Photo 2)

I wanted an additional layer of white to go 
on top of the colorful patterned paper. It’s a 
simple white cardstock piece, cut at 3 ¾” x 
5”. I also wanted to add a bit of definition 
around the edges, so I added a border of 
green thread by machine stitching around the 
edges of this piece. This step is completely 
optional! If you prefer not to sew, but would 
still like to add a bit of interest, you could 
use a fine line pen to outline the white piece.  
Place all of these pieces on each card. 
(see Photo 3)

Now it’s time to pull out the designer dies and manual die-cut machine. I like to 
get all of my die cutting done at once. And as I’m cutting, I put all of the “like” 
pieces in a pile or in a plastic baggie if I’m working on my cards over a longer 
period of time. Of course, you could also choose to assemble as you go, cutting 
one layer at a time. You choose which systems works best for you: cut everything 
first, then assemble or cut and assemble as you go.

I used the large label die as the “frame” 
behind my snowman. Cut as many as you 
need for your cards. You can make them all 
the same color, or vary them with different 
coordinating solids. Also, if you’re using the 
Echo Park Paper solid papers, you can cut 
two, or perhaps three layers at a time in 
your die cut machine and still get a clean cut. 
This will save you a little bit of time. Add the 
labels to each card base now. (see Photo 4)
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Next up is the star of our cards: Mr. Snowman! Die cut the trio of 
snowballs to create the snowman body. Remember you’ll need a 
complete set for each snowman, so depending on how many cards 
you are creating, you’re probably going to need a lot of snowballs. 
Stack three snowballs on top of the label. Be sure the largest 
(stamped) snowball is on the bottom, then the middle sized snowball, 
followed by the smallest snowball on the top. 

After all of the snowballs are cut, it’s time to stamp! I actually cut 
apart a phrase stamp so the word “sweet” was a standalone. Don’t 
hesitate to cut apart words and phrases. You can always line them up 
together on your acrylic block, and it helps you get more bang for 
your buck when they are separate. I stamped the word “sweet” with 
red ink right in the center of the largest snowball. (see Photo 5)

Now we can cut the details for each snowman. You could use a 
variety of patterned papers for the hat and scarf. Just make sure 
they coordinate with the background and frame papers, which is a 
great reason to choose one paper collection and start cutting away. 
Of course, if you prefer to make your snowmen exactly the same, 

that’s fine too. Cut one hat and one scarf for each of your frozen 
friends. I added the hats with foam adhesive squares, just for a little bit 
of dimension. The arms, eyes, carrot nose, and tiny coals for the mouth 
are the next items to cut and assemble. I’ve found that the tiniest dab 
of liquid glue works best for the smallest shapes. The final cut will be 
the word “holidays,” cut from yet another color of coordinating paper. 
Glue this sentiment directly below the stamped word on each snowman. 
(see Photo 6)

Now it’s time to raid your button stash. I found lots of coordinating 
colorful buttons to use on my cards, but you could also use the die-cut 
buttons/circles that come with the die set if you prefer. You could also 
consider using brads or even acrylic dots for your snowman. That’s what 
is so fun about this process. There are no rules! I opted to tie some thin 
twine/jute through each button before attaching them to the middle 
snowball. (see Photo 7)

Assembly line card making is a great way to quickly and easily 
many cards at once. Set up a Santa's workshop in your craft room and

assemble
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“Hello 
Winter" 
Layout 

by Aly Dosdall

DIMENSIONS: 12“ X 12“ 
Supplies: Ultra White Felt 
Cardstock (Carta Bella); "Arctic 
Plaid" Patterned Paper (Hello 
Winter); "Winter Snowfall" 
Patterned Paper (Hello Winter); 

"Frosty Knife" Patterned Paper 
(Hello Winter); "Icy Snowflakes" 
Patterned Paper (Hello Winter); 

"Comfy Sweater" Patterned Paper 
(Hello Winter); Element Stickers 
(Hello Winter); Alpha Stickers 
(Hello Winter); Enamel Dots (Hello 
Winter); Sticker Sheet (Sunny Days 
Ahead); 1” Circle Punch; Date 
Stamp; Background Digital Die Cut 
Shape; Digital Die Cut Machine; 
Foam Squares 

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

WINTER

Use a background die cut shape to create a foundation for your layout.

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/hello-winter/
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"I Love Winter Card" Instructions:
1.  Cut the "Arctic Plaid" paper to 4 1/4" X 5 1/2" and mount in on a white  

card base. 
2.  Use the largest scallop from the Scallop Nesting Die Set to die cut a scallop 

shape from the "Icy Snowflakes" paper. Mount the scallop on the card. 
3.  Layer the striped border sticker from Elements sticker across the lower center 

of the card.
4.  Layer a 2" X 5 1/2" strip of the reverse side of Arctic Plaid paper on the center, 

slightly overlapping the sticker.
5.  Apply foam squares to the back of the snow globe sticker. Adhere the sticker 

to the card.
6.  Mount the sentiment stickers to the front of the snow globe with foam squares.
7.  Add enamel dots to the card around the snow globe.

“Winter"  
Card Set 

by Kimberly Crawford

DIMENSIONS: 4 1/4” X 5 1/2”
Supplies: "Cozy Mugs" Patterned Paper 
(Hello Winter); "Comfy Sweater" Patterned 
Paper (Hello Winter); "Journaling Cards" 
Patterned Paper (Hello Winter); "Arctic 
Plaid" Patterned Paper (Hello Winter), 

"Icy Snowflakes" Patterned Paper (Hello 
Winter); Alpha Stickers (Hello Winter); 
Enamel Dots (Hello Winter); Element 
Stickers (Hello Winter); Scallop Nesting 
Die Set (Echo Park Paper); Manual Die 
Cut Machine; Cardstock; Foam Adhesive; 
White Card Base

"Winter Sweater Card" Instructions:
1.  Trim the "Cozy Mugs" paper to 4" X 5 1/4" and mount 

onto a white card base. 
2.  Apply the striped border sticker from the Elements 

Sticker to the left side of the card.
3.  Trim the "Comfy Sweater Paper" to 2 1/2" X 5 1/2" and 

layer the strip slightly over the sticker.
4.  Cut the journaling card from the patterned paper. Use 

foam adhesive to add it to the card.
5.  Mount the flourish sticker on the bottom of the 

journaling card.
6.  Place a foam square on the back of the bear sticker and 

adhere the sticker to the card, over the flourish sticker.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

The icy blues of this collection evoke winter wishes. 
Concentrate on these colors for your cards.

www.echoparkpaper.com
https://instagram.com/echoparkpaper/
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/hello-winter/


Enter a world of wonder with the beautiful "Christmas Wonderland" collection. You must have made Santa's 
Good List because this collection is full of memories with meaning. Vintage holiday and winter imagery mix 
with bright and happy colors in this release dedicated to the magic of the season. May you be merry and 
lack for nothing as you create cherished memories with those you love. Continue to spread that holiday 
cheer with something beautiful made by you!

Coming soon!

SHIPPING 
SEPTEMBER 2015
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www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_christmas_wonderland.html


Cold weather brings family and friends together. Would you like to build a snowman? Or do you prefer to warm 
up with a cup of hot cocoa? Our woodland creatures are all bundled up and ready to play. Join them in this 
whimsical winter wishes collection titled "Hello Winter." It's a flurry of frolic and fun in this chilly new release set 
in a winter wonderland.

COMING SOON!
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SHIPPING 
SEPTEMBER 2015

www.echoparkpaper.com
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/hello-winter/
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